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THEME:
Good music and great dancing make us feel happy, and foot-stomping bluegrass music is an American original.

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
Unable to sleep, a young boy follows the sound of music across the fields and finds an unusual barn dance in progress.

LeVar takes viewers to the hilltops of Tennessee for a look at true bluegrass music and dancing. Clogging is featured along with various instruments used by bluegrass musicians. Viewers learn how a fiddle maker creates an instrument from beginning to end.

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Before viewing the program, listen to some bluegrass music. Discuss ways in which it sounds different from other types of music with which students are familiar. How does the music make them feel and what do they want to do (i.e., tap their feet, clap their hands, etc.)? What instruments do they hear?

Some students may be unfamiliar with a “hoedown” or “barn dance.” Before watching, find out what they know about this type of event. After they have watched, discuss new ideas they acquired from the program that helped to clarify the concept.

Since this story takes place at night, ask the students if the barn dance was a dream or an example of the boy’s imagination and why they think as they do.

Discuss the style in which the book, Barn Dance!, is written, so students recognize that the story is told in rhyme, instead of the narrative style of most stories that they read. Ask them to speculate as to why the authors chose to write the story in rhyme.

CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
Invite a resource person into the classroom who square dances or clogs to do a demonstration and have them teach students a few steps.

Work with the music teacher to teach the students some American folk songs. Explain that folk songs typically originated from people’s occupations or from regions of the country.

If possible, take the class on a field trip to a farm that has an old-fashioned barn. Ask the owner to guide the tour of the barn, explaining the functions of the different areas. Have the farmer explain the uses of various pieces of machinery and the general operation of the farm.

Invite someone who plays the violin into the classroom to demonstrate the difference between violin music and “fiddle” music.

Obtain a recording of farm animal sounds. Have students identify the animal that makes each sound. What other sounds might one hear on a farm? What different farm sounds might be heard at night instead of in the daytime?

All through the program, LeVar uses comparisons, such as, “higher than a snail on a cornstalk.” Many of his comparisons are similes. Explain to students how similes use the words “like” or “as” to imply a comparison. Brainstorm a list of similes with expressions the students might have heard before, such as “quiet as a mouse,” “hungry as a bear,” “sly as a fox,” etc. Display the list in the classroom so that students can add to it as they encounter examples from books and other situations. Encourage them to think of creative comparisons in their own writing, such as “quiet as the moon on a snowy night.”

As a class, make a rhyming dictionary. Take some examples from the book, and put a “word family” on each page (e.g., “_ight,” “_air,” and “_in”). Have students brainstorm words for the page that rhyme with the phonogram. Keep the rhyming dictionary in the writing center for student use. Add to it as they find other rhyming words.

Provide all sorts of materials, such as cloth scraps, wallpaper scraps, fabric trims, yarn, twine, different types of paper, etc., and have students design a scarecrow. Display their creation on a wall or bulletin board.

RELATED THEMES:
farm life
musical instruments
dancing

RELATED READING RAINBOW PROGRAMS:
Program #85 — Sophie And Lou
Program #125 — Zin! Zin! Zin! A Violin

ABOUT THE AUTHORS:
A former educator, editor, and creator of school materials, Kansas native Bill Martin, Jr. started writing books to give children confidence in their ability to read. He believes that reading should leave “children with the sharp taste of words lingering on their tongues.” His co-author, John Archambault, agrees, “I
want [children] to float on a river of language, to listen to the music in what they read." As a result, the two have collaborated on several lively, lyrical books for children, including Reading Rainbow feature selection, Knots on a Counting Rope, and review book, Up and Down on the Merry-Go-Round. Bill Martin, Jr. is also the author of review book, The Maestro Plays. He makes his home in New York City. John Archambault lives with his family in California.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR:
An accomplished watercolor artist and illustrator of a rapidly increasing body of work, Ted Rand has had no formal art training and came to children's book illustrating relatively late in life. His illustrations are featured in Reading Rainbow books, Knots on a Counting Rope and My Shadow. Ted Rand lives in Washington state with his wife Gloria, an author with whom he has collaborated on several books.
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The Barn Dance was an animated short starring Mickey Mouse. It was released in 1929 by Celebrity Productions. It was the fourth cartoon in the Mickey Mouse series. Mickey picks up Minnie to go to a barn dance. Pete attempts to impress Minnie, but Mickey keeps messing up, and in the end, after Mickey uses a balloon to try to get Minnie's attention, Minnie leaves Mickey for Pete. DVD. A barn dance is any kind of dance involving traditional or folk music with traditional dancing, occasionally held in a barn, but, these days, much more likely to be in any suitable building. The term is usually associated with family-oriented or community-oriented events, usually for people who do not normally dance. The caller will, therefore, generally use easy dances so that everyone can join in. Scottish Country Dance Instruction. CANADIAN BARN DANCE (M16) Round The Room Round the room dance, couples facing anticlockwise (Ladies on partners right). 1-4 Starting with outside foot walk forward for three steps and hop, walk backwards for three steps and hop 5-8 Skip sideways away from partner (Men towards the centre, Ladies outwards) for two steps and clap, return to partner in waltz hold. 9-12 Skip sideways to the Man's left for two steps and back 13-16 Polka anticlockwise round the room. (MINICRIB.